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I. BRIEF REPORT

1. General introduction about the Dam Rehabilitation and Safety Improvement
Project

1.1. General introduction about WB8 project

On April 8, 2016, the Government of Socialist Republic of Vietnam and the

International Development Association (IDA)/ World Bank (WB) had signed the Loan

Agreement No.5749-VN in order to support implementation of Dam Rehabilitation and

safety improvement (WB8).

Information about time as below:

- Effective date of the Agreement: 7/7/2016

- Closing time of the Agreement: 30/6/2022

- Total time for implementation: 72 months

Total investment cost for the project is 443 Million USD, in which 415 Million

USD funded by IDA, and WB; 28 Million USD remaining is domestic reciprocal capital.

1.2. The objectives of the project

General objectives

Support to the implementation of the Reservoir safeguard scheme through the

restoration and upgrading of priority dams, strengthening the management and

operational safety of dams to protect downstream communities and specific socio-

economic infrastructure.

Specific objectives

⮚ Renovate and ensure project safety through repairing and upgrading dams and
reservoirs that are either impaired or lack of flood discharge capability.

⮚ Improve national institutions, policies, management, and safety monitoring
of dams, strengthen management and operation capacity and coordination
mechanism for information across basins.

⮚ Improve management and execution capacity, social and environmental
management.

1.3. Components of the Project and distributing the capital

To achieve high effectiveness, the project is designed with 3 Components, with

details as below:
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⮚ Component 1: Dam Safety Rehabilitation (cost estimation for this component

approximate 412 Million USD) – About 450 irrigation dams with capacity over

0.2 Million m3, design grade from IV to special one (as Dau Tieng reservoir)

shall be given priority to repair and rehabilitate. This component includes

structural measures, equipment and operation monitoring of the reservoirs.

These activities will support in improving the safety for structure and

downstream areas. Large dams will be supported in preparing an EPP, O&M

Plan, which will increase the sustainability of the investment. In addition, the

component supports the establishment of safeguard policies including ESIA/or

ESMP, RAP, EMDP in order to minimize negative impacts during

implementation;

⮚ Component 2: Dam safety management and planning (cost expected of 20

Million USD) – Support structural measures, complete the legal framework,

improve policies and set up sanctions to strengthen implementation. Data

management will effectively support the management levels in reservoir

operation monitoring (especially in the flood season), and decision making in

time. The information sharing mechanism will assist in coordinating flood

discharge in the basin, reducing risks to dams and floods in downstream,

gradually synchronizing and unifying information and saving costs. This

component also supports regulations, standards, norms, technology application

in the sector of construction, materials, etc. The component also supports the

implementation of models for 1 to 2 river basins in combining dam safety

management with natural disaster management through the implementation of

institutional and policy regulations, equip the hydro meteorological equipment

system, information monitoring system, information sharing mechanism

between authorities and dam owners, and coordination in inter-lake operation

in the basin. The component also includes establishing a reservoir management

model with community participation and appropriate financial mechanisms

towards sustainability in investment. The component provides supervision and

technical assistance to the project owners, the project management agency and

the dam safety experts according to the Donor's request;

⮚ Component 3:  Supporting project management (cost expected of 11 Million

USD) – It supports finance for project management, audit (independent audit

and audit of financial statement); and support technic for execution. There are

4 provinces that have not participated in the ODA project, 13 provinces have

been carrying out the first time, and 17 projects (accounting for 50%) have
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carried out ODA projects. Therefore, the component will spend up a budget to

improve the capacity of project management agencies through training courses,

workshops and visits.

Table: The capital distribution table for components

Unit: Million USD

Index Owner/
subproject

Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 Total

WB ĐU WB ĐU WB ĐU WB ĐU Total

1 Provinces 352.50 19.50 352.50 19.50 372.00

2 MONRE 7.75 0.25 7.75 0.25 8.00

3 MoIT 3.75 0.25 3.75 0.25 4.00

4 MARD 36.00 4.00 5.50 2.27 9.50 1.73 51.00 8.00 59.00

CPMU/MARD 14.50 1.00 5.50 2.27 9.50 1.73 29.50 5.00 34.50

PPMU Dau
Tieng

4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 7.00

Contingency 17.50 17.50 17.50

Total 388.50 23.50 17.00 2.77 9.50 1.73
415.00 28.00 443.00

412.00 19.77 11.23

1.4. Result of disbursement

a. Disbursement

The result of disbursement for the whole project till on date had reached 130.9
Million USD, of which, loan capital accounted for 114 Million USD (loaned from
WB), reciprocal capital reached up 16.9 Million USD.

Unit: Million USD

Index Agency in charge
Accumulated disbursement value (till 30/10/2020)

ODA capital Reciprocal capital Total

I MARD 3.84 3.30 7.13

CPMU 2.84 1.84 4.67

PPMU Dau Tieng 1.00 1.46 2.46

II PMU of MoNRE 0.17 0.06 0.23

III PMU of MoIT 0.48 0.07 0.55

IV Provinces 109.53 13.45 122.98

Total 114.01 16.88 130.89

(Source from the Report on schedule of the Project, 10/2020)
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The result of disbursement for whole the project in 2020 (till on date 30/10/2020)
had reached up 46.9 M.USD, of which, loan capital accounted for 43.3 Million USD
(loaned from WB), reciprocal capital reached up 3.6 Million USD.

Unit: Million USD

Index Agency in charge

Accumulated disbursement value
(from 01/01 to 30/10/2020)

ODA capital Reciprocal capital Total

I MARD 2.09 1.34 3.43

CPMU 1.09 0.43 1.52

PPMU Dau Tieng 1.00 0.91 1.91

II PMU of MoNRE 0.11 0.04 0.15

III PMU of MoIT 0.01 0.01

IV Provinces 41.04 2.23 43.28

Total 43.25 3.61 46.86

(Source from the Report on schedule of the Project, 10/2020)

Estimation for the whole year 2020 the project had distributed for 86.1 Million
USD, of which: loaned is 80 Million USD (loaned from WB), reciprocal capital is 6.1
Million USD.

b. Payment for the Contractors
The accumulated payment for whole the project until the date had reached up

2,818.8 Billion VND (equal to 122 Million USD), of which the loan capital reached up
2,430.6 Billion VND (equal to 105.1 Million USD); reciprocal capital reached up 388.2
Billion VND.

Unit: Million

Index PIAs

Accumulated value till 30/10/2020
ODA capital Reciprocal capital Total

VND USD VND USD VND USD

I MARD 86.734 3.75 75.836 3.30 162.570 7.05

CPMU 63.634 2.75 42.288 1.84 105.922 4.59

PPMU Dau
Tieng,Tay Ninh 23.100 1.00 33.548 1.46 56.648 2.46

II PMU of MONRE 1.296 0.06 1.353 0.06 2.649 0.11

III PMU of MoIT 6.865 0.30 1.684 0.07 8.549 0.37

IV Provinces 2.335.698 101.02 309.313 13.45 2.645.011 114.47

Total 2.430.593 105.12 388.186 16.88 2.818.779 122.00

(Source from the Progress Report of the Project, 10/2020)
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The result of payment in 2020 (from 01/02 to 30/10/2020) reached 1,039.8 Billion
VND. (Equivalent to 45 Million USD), of which the load capital is 956.8 Billion
VND, and the reciprocal capital is 83 Billion VND.

Unit: Million

Index Agency in charge

Payment in the period of 2020

ODA capital reciprocal capital Total

VND USD VND USD VND USD

I MARD 37.081 1.60 30.841 1.34 67.922 2.94

CPMU 13.982 0.60 9.942 0.43 23.924 1.04

PPMU Dau
Tieng,Tay Ninh 23.100 1.00 20.899 0.91 43.999 1.91

II PMU of MONRE 668 0.03 668 0.03

III PMU of MoIT 1.711 0.074 134 0.01 1.846 0.080

IV Provinces 917.961 39.75 51.366 2.23 969.327 41.98

Total 956.754 41.43 83.009 3.61 1.039.763 45.03

(Source from the Report on schedule of the Project, 10/2020)

Due to the effect of Covid 19 in the early months of the year, and the rainy time in
the Quarter III, the projects could not deploy so affected on the general payment
schedule of the project, estimated in 2020 the Project shall be paid 1,840 Billion
VND.

2. Basis of the internal audit

Reference to the internal audit for the 6-month period, ending on June 30, 2020 for
DRSIP, including:

 The Loan Agreement No.5749-VN signed between the Government of
Socialist Republic of Vietnam and International Development Association
(IDA)/ World Bank (WB) on April 8, 2016 in order to implementation of Dam
Rehabilitation and safety improvement (WB8).

 Consultancy Contract for package No.: C3-CPMU-CS2: Third Party
Independent Supervision and Audit Consultant (ISC);

 Official dispatch 765/CPO-WB8 on date July 13, 2020 issued by CPO
regarding the notification of the working plan with the Independent third-party
Monitoring Consultants including Internal Auditors;

 Official dispatch No.1270/CPO-WB8 on date Oct 15, 2020 issued by CPO
regarding the notification of the working plan with the Independent third-party
Monitoring Consultants including Internal Auditors;
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3. Aim and scope of audit

 The aims of internal audit for the 6-month period, ending on Dec 31, 2019 for
DRSIP, include:

 Monitoring and evaluating effectiveness of the risk management system of the
whole project.

 Review the logic reliability and honest of financial information and action
information, means used to collect, measure, classify and report this information

 Review the reliability and completion of the system to ensure all the activities of
the CPMU/PPMUs must conform to the law and relevant regulations. Besides, to
determine if CPMU/PPMUs conformed to regulations, obligations, or not.

 Analysis in the trust and unprejudiced way the implementation of policies,
process against fraud and corruption, and situation of using capital false to
definition.

 Evaluate the internal control system of the unit about management of receive,
spending, information, report, disbursement and risk management.

 Assess the measures to protect assets, and if needed, may check actual quantity

and quality of these assets.

 Assess the economy and effectiveness of using all sources of the project

 Review the original document and payments, expenditure, spending for activities
of the unit to ensure effectiveness and compliance of the regulations which
project has an obligation to conform.

 Carry out special checking according to requirement of competent levels.

 Cooperate with independent audit when needed in order to ensure effectiveness
for process of management and controlling the unit.

 Provide to the local with training as well as training via the site visit to strengthen
the internal audit for project officer about: (i) the revised tasks, supplemented
which related, (ii) Risk-based audit by the suitable methods (iii) prepare the audit

plan and the detailed audits for the project.

Internal auditor has carried out evaluation of risks and determining scope of the internal
audit, viz.: (i) Review compliance about relevant regulation and (ii) Check the logic,
validity, and effectiveness of the internal control system with the focus is procedure and
functions:

 Procedure of receiving funding capital;

 Process of bidding and procurement;

 Process of disbursement;
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 Process of advance;

 Process of assets management;

 Process of human management;

 Information technology;

 Function of monitoring and management, and

 Process of report

4. Brief of the findings

The findings in the internal audit are classified into 3 kinds:

RED is the
most serious
level and
need the
Project
overcome
immediately

Findings will be classified as Red if they meet one of the
following criteria:
 There is a weakness in the internal controls over the

management process, if considered separately or in
combination with other weaknesses in the management
system, which threaten to prevent or detect material
errors in the main processes of the Project;

 Failure to comply with established policies or related
legal provisions

 The project's important assets are not well preserved;
 Material errors in the fiscal statement;
 Having a sign of fraud, and
 Overall the project has over two third (2/3) Findings are

classified into Yellow and Red category, then general
evaluation of the report is Red then stated material
errors has a risk not able to prevent or detect by current
control measure.

Yellow is the
next serious
level and
need the
Project
overcome in
the short term

Findings will be classified as Yellow if they meet one of the
following criteria:
 There is a weakness in the internal controls over the

management process, if considered separately or in
combination with other weaknesses in the management
system, which not lead to danger not able to prevent or
detect material errors in the main processes of the
Project;

 Having an error in the fiscal statement, and
 Other assets of the project did not maintain under the good

conditions
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Cyan is the
light serious
level and
should
overcome

Findings will be classified as Cyan if they meet one of the
following criteria:
 There is a weakness in the internal controls cannot

classify into Red or Yellow category but the Project
should implement measures needed to strengthen
effectiveness of control; no need innovate process; and

 a weakness in controlling implementation

Index Findings Classification

A GENERAL MANAGEMENT

1
Preparation of finance plan of the project is
lack of feasibility

B

BIDDING ACTIVITIES OF SHOPPING
FOR GOODS, WORKS,
RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION of
CONSULTANCY

1
The decision to set up the team of experts
and bidding documents are incomplete

2 The bid evaluation not yet sufficient

C CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

1
Payment schedule is higher than  the
Contract conditions

2
Disbursement progress is still slow in some
packages

3
Terms specified in the civil contracts are
not appropriate

4 Payment documents are incomplete

D FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

1
Recognition of foreign-exchange
differences is inappropriate

2
It showed the lack of obligation to pay VAT
and payable CIT when selling bidding
documents

3 Another issues
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II. DETAIL OF THE FINDINGS

A. GENERAL MANAGEMENT

1. Preparation of finance plan of
the project short of feasibility

☐Low compliance of regulation

☐Non-suitable design of monitoring

☒Non-suitable controlling
implementation

☐Impact on financial data

a) Findings

In the year of 2020, although overall the project has been completed its schedule

well in the recent months, however, the rate of completion the financial plans in

some PPMUs is not high, some provinces even have not disbursed. Especially as

below:

Unit: Mil.VND

Index Unit in charge
Allocated fund

for the year 2020

Result of
payment in

the year 2020
Rate

I MARD 107,874 67,923 63%

CPO 47,500 23,924 50%

Dau Tieng reservoir
subproject

60,374 43,999 73%

II MoIT 19,734 668 3%

III MONRE 80,700 1,846 2%

IV PPMUs 2,165,696 945,134 45%

1 Ha Giang 73,168 20,887 29%

2 Lao Cai 28,430 21,959 77%

3 Bac Kan 13,765 4,074 30%

4 Lang Son 61,336 253 0%

5 Son La 49,890 39,515 79%

6 Tuyen Quang 70,574 54,032 77%

7 Yen Bai 129,680 90,490 70%

8 Thai Nguyen 55,558 39,212 71%

9 Bac Giang 178,267 3,245 2%

10 Vinh Phuc 41,015 18,937 46%
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11 Phu Tho 3,333 88 3%

12 Quang Ninh 97,566 61,494 63%

13 Hoa Binh 61.336 2.637 4%

14 Hai Duong 81,226 3,128 4%

15 Ninh Binh 9,007 - 0%

16 Thanh Hoa 91,235 46,405 51%

17 Nghe An 186,534 125,884 67%

18 Ha Tinh 4,000 - 0%

19 Quang Binh 121,923 54,286 45%

20 Quang Tri 60,994 50,577 83%

21 Thua Thien Hue 27,743 24,618 89%

22 Quang Nam 127,880 14,694 11%

23 Quang Ngai 45,645 23,026 50%

24 Binh Dinh 53,342 53,342 100%

25 Phu Yen 60,600 891 1%

26 Khanh Hoa 80,976 67,223 83%

27 Ninh Thuan 22,200 24,320 110%

28 Binh Thuan 75,832 19,064 25%

29 Kon Tum 45,569 31,942 70%

30 Gia Lai 60,722 4,288 7%

31 Dak Lak 58,572 11,164 19%

32 Dak Nong 26,033 25,812 99%

33 Lam Dong 13,021 7,647 59%

Total: 2,325,280 1,015,571 44%

According to the PPMU, the reason affected on the payment schedule delayed is

Covid-19 pandemic in the 6 early-year months and raining in the third quarter, the

projects cannot deploy to construct. Estimated that, in 2020, the Project shall pay

1,840 Billion VND, reaching 79% of the planning expected.

Every year, planning the finance is built and updated to be suitable to the actual

schedule of the project. At the same time, planning has to consider the feasibility,

based on the human and financial resources of each unit.
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In the project, PPMUs have not any procedure; have not any effective method to

review the consistency and the feasibility of the planning.

b) Impact

If the detailed plan every year from units has not really been focused, the general

plan of the whole project is also lowly feasible.

Preparing the detailed financial plan and general plan for the project relates closely

to the schedule. If the rate of completion is still at a low degree, then there is a

doubt about the complete ability of the general plan as set out.

From the data, it shows the status of the project in some PPMUs is more delayed

than the planning, affecting the overall schedule of the whole project.

c) Recommendation

PPMUs has to concentrate on the preparation of the plan, to improve human

resources with specialized, experienced personnel for more feasible in

implementation to compare with the plan. At the same time, supervision, speeding

up the implementation shall be enhance to fulfil the approved plan.

In addition, the PPMU has to work with the State units to get the source in time

according to the demand of the PPMU (especially the reciprocal capital in some

provinces), suitable to the general schedule reported to the WB.

B. BIDDING ACTIVITIES OF SHOPPING FOR GOODS, WORKS,
RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION OF CONSULTANCY

1. The decision to set up the
team of experts, the
bidding documents are
incomplete

☐Low compliance of regulation

☒Non-suitable design of monitoring

☒Non-suitable controlling implementation

☐Impact on financial data

a) Detection

Lang Son:

The package No. C1-Lang Son-CS01: Consultancy for preparation of the Socio-
environmental safeguard Report:

- The invitation for EoI is issued in 6/2018 but bring out the requirement to
provide the fiscal statement of the Contractor in years of 2014, 2015 and 2016
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- The Expression of interest of Contractor had been submitted the fiscal

statement of Contractors in different periods of time from 2014 to 2016 or

from 2015 to 2017.

- The Proposal Document of the awarded bidder: (i) have not any Certificates

of experts to demonstrate the capacity. (ii) The proposed salary of the team

leader is higher than the regulation in the Circular 02 and regulation of the

point 13.1 in the Bidding document of the Owner.

Package: Consultancy of preparing the FS and dam safety:

- The PPMU has not required the Contractor to provide the Decision on FS of

the authorities to demonstrate the similarity of the work. The minutes of

certification of the Owner is still lacking the date.

Dak Lak:

The package of Construction supervision - Subproject1 (C1-DL-TDA1-CS4:

TDA1):

- The expert team has 05 people, only 01 person has the Practice Certificate of

Mr. Vu Minh Duc attached in the Appendix.

- The legal document attached to the report is not sufficient.

- The Commitment of experts in the Bid evaluation team signed on Dec 10,

2019, however, the decision to establish the expert team No.1495/QĐ-SNN

signed on Dec 30, 2019.

The package of termite treatment (C1-DL-TDA1-W3) - Subproject 1:

- The expert team has 5 people, no one has the Practice Certificate attached

in the Appendix.

Phu Yen:

Checking the sample: For the package C1-PHUYEN-CS2 - Consultancy for

socio-environmental safety Policy: the preparation of the document is not paid

attention much. The bid evaluation report lacked some legal documents attached.

According to the PPMU, due to the last time, people in charge of the subproject

had changed much, plus with the changes of the management board, change of

working office so the document of the subproject has not been arranged and

handed over completely. The document is managed by a lot of staff in different

departments, has not been collected timely.
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Khanh Hoa:

Package C1-KHANHHOA-CS3: The Consultancy package of preparing the
Emergency Preparedness Plan (EPP):

By the time the audit team checking, the PPMU has not provided the Decision
of the Expert team establishment and Practice certificates, lack of some legal
documents attached to the Bid evaluation report.

However, until September 2020, PPMU has provided sufficient legal documents.

Ninh Thuan:

Package No. C1-NT-CS04: Consultancy for preparation of socio-environmental
safeguard report:

- The expert team has one person.

- The legal document attached to the Bid evaluation report is sufficient.

Package No. 07: Consultancy for survey, construction drawing and the Total
estimation

- The expert team has two people.

- The legal document attached to the Bid evaluation report is sufficient.

Ha Giang:

The Construction package C1-HAGIANG-W1, The unit executing the work

posted the bidding information into the network of the Ministry of Planning and

Investment (muasamcong.mpi.gov.vn) on Nov 06, 2019, The Bidding

Newspaper No.213, Nov 08, 2019. However, the Unit has conducted releasing

the Bidding document on Nov 07, 2019.

b) Impact

Lang Son:

Package No. C1-Lang Son-CS01: Considering the aspect of the demand on

finance (The fiscal statement) of the Contractor has not the leveling evaluation,

also the lack of some certificates of experts might cause difficulty during the

comparison stage, selection of the Contractor.

The package of Consultancy for preparing the FS and dam safety: The document

provided by the Contractors still missed the date shall be less persuasive in

comparison with the Decision on approval of the FS issued by the Authorities.
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Dak Lak:

The document on the tender has not collected and stored fully, has not provided
when needed to check, review.

The time of signing the Commitment of the Experts in the Bid evaluation team
before the time released the decision of Expert team establishment, is not
suitable, less logical.

Phu Yen, Khanh Hoa:

The document on bidding storing is still not sufficient, not scientific to lead to
checking, providing to the supervision units is difficult, lost of time to find.

Ninh Thuan:

According to the regulation of the Law on Bidding, article 43, point 4 - the Law
on Bidding 2013:

“43. The expert team including the people who are experienced, invited by the

Bid solicitor, or the Consultant on Bidding establishing to evaluate the EoI,

Proposal, Tender...and doing other tasks during the selection of the Contractor,

Investors.”

According to the regulation in point 4.7 Guiding to conduct the method of
consultancy selection - Project operation manual (POM):

“ The expert team including the people who are officer from Departments
related (on technical, financial, legal, etc)”;

And in the step 8th – Evaluation on technical, determining technical point: “PIAs
shall evaluate all the technical proposals (by one Bid evaluation team including

3-5 appraisers who have a high level in the relevant sector) based on the

standard/ sub-standard and weighting factors which mentioned in the RFP”.

Therefore, according to the regulation stated above then “the evaluation team
including individuals “, must have at least 03 members or above in order to
ensure the effectiveness, quality, and objective during the Bid evaluation.

The establishment of the Expert team having fewer members may affect the
quality, the effectiveness of the evaluation on EoI, Proposal, Tender...and doing
other tasks during the selection of the Contractor, Investors.

Ha Giang:

According to the point b, article 12, the Law on Bidding in 2013:

“b) Dossiers of invitation for expression of interest, dossiers of invitation for

pre-qualification, bidding dossiers, dossier of requirements shall be issued after
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03 working days from the first day of publishing notice of invitation for

submission of dossiers of expression of interest, notice of pre-qualification

invitation, notice of bid invitation, notice of quotation invitation, sending of

letters inviting submission of bidding before time of bid closure;

c) Recommendation

Lang Son, Phu Yen, Khanh Hoa, Dak Lak:

The PPMUs have to arrange and manage the dossiers fully and scientifically, the
legal documents should be enough and attached along with the Bid evaluation
report.

The project has to review the Bidding document, select the Contractor at all
PPMUs mentioned above. At the same time, all short documents such as the
legal document, the Bid evaluation report shall be submitted.

Ninh Thuan:

According to current practice, in order to ensure effectiveness, quality, and
objectiveness of the evaluation on the Tender, the Expert team shall have 3
members at least. Therefore, PPMUs should pay attention to establish the expert
team which acting effectively, satisfying the requirement of the project.

Ha Giang:

PPMU should consider the execution according to regulation in point b, article
12, the Law on Bidding in 2013.

2. The bid evaluation is still
inadequate

☐Low compliance of regulation

☐Not suitable design of monitoring

☒Non-suitable controlling implementation

☐Impact on financial data

a) Findings

Quang Ninh:

The consultancy package for a survey, preparing the construction drawings and
total estimation of the Subproject 2 shall use the source from the reciprocal
capital:

- The Bidding document has not regulated those Experts having the Practice
certificate equivalent with the work grade of the project.

- The closing time of the Bid is on Nov 12, 2018: Evaluating the Tender and

approving the result of the evaluation of Contractor, signing the Contract and
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approving the topographic survey plan on Nov 13, 2018; Notification on the

appraisal of the Construction Department and the Traffic and Transportation

Department on Nov 19, 2018. However, in the Contract, the regulation on

time for execution is 60 days (since the date of signing the contract).

The Construction package for 08 reservoirs of Subproject 2: The Tender and the
Bid evaluation report have some shortcomings as below:

- The similar Contract No.29/HĐXD on date 28/6/2010 between the Son La
PPMU of Industry and New urban and Dong-A has the Amendment for the
Contract to adjusting price from 17.194 Billion VND increasing up to 45.718
Billion VND. However, this Amendment has not been notarized.

- The Contracts demonstrating the scale and similar nature is not guaranteed:
(i) The Contract No.29/BCS/2017/HĐTC guaranteed the value but not
similar the nature of work (leveling, and paving the park); (ii) The rest
Contracts have not ensured the value (not less than 50 Billion VND as per
the regulation in the Bidding document); (iii) The Contractor has the biggest
construction workload (Dong-A: 52.25% amount) but has not any similar
contract with the requirement about the value that bigger than >50 Billion
VND according to the regulation in the Bidding document.

Ninh Binh:

Checking the selected samples: package C1-NB-CS1: Consultancy for the
survey, preparation of FS and Safety Report, belonging to the DRASIP (WB8)
in Ninh Binh. Accordingly, there are some shortcomings:

- Request for proposal: in the section, it is required with personnel, have not
described on the grade of the Design Certificate

Phu Yen:

Checking the selection of samples: package C1-PHUYEN-CS2: Consultancy for
creating the Social-environmental Safety Policy:

- Lack of the Proposal document of the Contractor, the expert name in the
Financial Proposal is not to match with that in the Evaluation report, (e.g. in
the financial Proposal, Ms. Quanh Thi Xuan – deputy team leader/ Social
specialist but in the Evaluation report, it is Truong Xuan Truong).

Ninh Thuan:

Checking the selection of samples: package C1-NT-W1: Construction and
work insurance for repairing dam safety - WB8 Ninh Thuan:

- The legal document attached to the Bid evaluation report is not sufficient.
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- Some machines for construction (lot 1) has expired the date of registry
like the crawler excavators …

- The process of evaluating the bid and arrange the order of the Bidders is
still inadequacies:

+ Lot 1: The synthetic recommending the awarded bid value is misplaced
to the deducted value.

+ Lot 2: a mistake in the corrected value (5,115,514,304 vnd).

Khanh Hoa:

The Construction Package: repairing and upgrading the safety for 4 reservoirs
including Lang Ngot, Cay Sung, Dong Bo and Da Mai, and endurance for the
work.

In the document demonstrating the capacity of the Contractor, some machines
for construction (lot 2 ) expired off the registry like 10-ton trucks,…

Ha Giang:

Checking the selection of samples: package C1-HAGIANG-W1 and C1-
HAGIANG-CS1: the PPMU has not conducted to sign into the Bid Application,
JV agreement, the Power of attorney of the representative of the Contractor, Bid
security.

As per the regulation in the point d, article 14, Decree No. 63/2014/ND-CP:

“d) Representatives of procuring entities must also append their signature in

the original bid, letter of discount (if any), authorization letter conferred on

bidder's legal representatives (if any); joint venture or consortium agreement

(if any); tender guarantee; financial proposals as well as other significant

contents of the bid packages.”

b) Impacts

Quang Ninh:

The consultant package for a survey, designing the construction drawings and
total estimated cost for the Subproject 2 using the reciprocal capital: lack of
requirement about the practice certificate of the Expert, time to execution is not
matched with the regulation.

The construction package for 08 reservoirs of Subproject 2: some documents of

the Contractor is still lacking convincing.
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Ninh Binh:

In the personnel part, it has not been required clearly about the grade of the

practice certificate according to the regulation in the Decree No.100/2018/NĐ-

CP dated 16/7/2018 about the amendment, supplement, deregulation of some

regulations on business conditions belonging to the State management of the

MoC.

Phu Yen:

Keeping documents is not scientific, causing difficulty, a waste of time in

finding, checking, and comparing the document. The Document demonstrating

the capacity of the Contractor is not tightly, has not been considered carefully,

so might cause impacts on the quality of the Contractor selection.

Ninh Thuan, Khanh Hoa:

The process of bid evaluation to determine the Contractor ranking is still

inadequate and might cause difficulty during selection and evaluation.

In the document demonstrating the capacity of the Contractor, machines for

construction are required clarifying, supplementing during the bid evaluation.

Ha Giang:

Signing on some original documents and the Bid application provided by the

Contractor according to regulation ensures the document is under good control,

reduces risks of lost. The PPMU has not signed the document according to

regulation is to reduce a step during controlling the Tender.

c) Recommendation

Quang Ninh:

The PPMU should require and evaluate the Contractor based on the document,

dossier to demonstrate the capacity to have more confidence, convincing.

Review the document demonstrating the execution time of the Contract also

should be suitable for the actual schedule, ensure the suitability.

Ninh Binh:

The PPMU should pay attention in the next package, the personnel part should

state clearly the requirement on the Grade of design certificate due to according

to the regulation in the Decree No. 100/2018/ND-CP dated 16/7/2018 of the

MoC, in which it has been classified grade of construction certificate in which

the design part is one.

Phu Yen:
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Reviewing the Bid selection, supplementing the storing work of the rest of the

documents into the legal documents. At the same time, the Project should

conformity with the regulations in Decree No.100/2018/ND-CP dated 16/7/2018

during the selection of the bid.

Ninh Thuan:

The PPMU should pay attention to the evaluation of the Bid to rate the index of

the Contractors with the offer price without the spare provision.

The steps to conducting the bid should consider carefully. The document

demonstrating the capacity of the Contractor on the asset, construction machines

should require to clarify by the Contractor, supplement during the bid evaluation.

Khanh Hoa:

The document demonstrating the capacity of the Contractor on the asset,

construction machines should require to clarify by the Contractor, supplement

during the bid evaluation.

Ha Giang:

The PPMU should conform to the regulation in the point d, article 14, decree

63/2014/ND-CP of the Government.

C. CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

1. Higher payment value
compared with
contractual terms

☐Low compliance of regulation

☒Not suitable design of monitor

☒Not suitable monitor implementation

☐Impact on financial data

a) Findings

Tay Ninh:

The Contract No. 08/2019/HĐXD-BQL-WB8 signed on the date of 04/12/2019

- package No. RPBM/WB8: Clearing bombs, mines, explosives of the Dau

Tieng rehabilitation and up-gradation subproject, in Duong Minh Chau district,

Tay Ninh province, which signed between the Dau Tieng – Phuoc Hoa PMU

(Dau Tieng – Phuoc Hoa irrigation One-member Co., Ltd) and Truong Son

Corporation, with the value of 890,496,000 VND.

In the article No. 4. The Warranty for the project stated clearly:
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“- The warranty period is 12 months since the date of acceptance, handing over

the whole project.

- Warranty Bond for the project may conduct according to the method Party A

can keep an amount equivalent to 5% the total Contract value or the Warranty

Bond issuing by any Bank or any Credit organization which acting legally in

Vietnam, releasing by cheque with the warranty value equivalent to 5% the total

Contract value.”

The Contractor has prepared the Payment application on 30/12/2019 and the

PPMU has paid the amount of 890,496,000 vnd on the date 09/01/2020. But did

not keep back the amount of 5% for warranty as the Contract defined as well as

have not any warranty Bond releasing by any Bank or Credit organization as the

regulation in the Contract.

However, in accordance with the recommendations of the Auditor, on Sept 14,

20020, the PPMU has recovered by cash the amount of warranty bond,

equivalent to 44,524,800 Vnd (corresponding with 5% of the Contract value)

according to Article 4 of the Contract No. 08/2019-HĐXD-BQL-WB8 that

signed on 04/12/2019 (The Receipt Bill No. 02/WB8 on 14/09/2020).

b) Impacts

The payment terms in the contract according to times of payment, the retention,

warranty, etc ensure the right of the Contractor and ensure the source for

execution, at the same time, also binding the obligations of the Contractor with

the committed schedule. Therefore, the Contract has defined the final payment

is the time to finish the project, and ensure the obligation of the Contractor,

mitigate the risks for the Owner.

Therefore, the higher payment value than the contractual provisions leads to

risks for the Investor, which may cause losses in finance and construction

progress. While the payment value is higher, the contractor has not yet

completed the work specified in the contract; the contractor may not perform

accordingly with the agreed schedule without binding.

In the specific case mentioned above, on September 14, 2020, the PPMU

promptly remedied and recovered the excess payment under the contract, so

there are no losses or risks to the project.
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2. Advance percentage to
contractor higher than the
project provisions

☐Low compliance of regulation

☐Not suitable design of monitor

☒Non-suitable controlling
implementation

☐Impact on financial data

a) Findings

At present, in some PPMUs the payment schedule for the Contractors is delayed

in comparison with regulations in the Contract. Namely as below:

Phu Yen:

The execution schedule is delayed compared with the planning, now the PPMU
still have not received any source from Central for the year 2020

The Disbursement plan: The ODA capital plan for the stage of 2016-2020 is
distributed with 70 Billion VND, of which the source for the year 2020 is 61.5
Billion vnd; the budget of the province is 2.5 Billion VND; the central budget
is 59 Billion vnd; till now, have not given the re-loaned capital and PPMUs also
has not any plan for disbursement till the end of the year 2020.

Bac Kan:

Some packages using the reciprocal capital from the province have finished but
have not paid to the Contractor as the regulation, according to the PPMU, due
to the reciprocal source has not arranged timely, and the Contractor met
difficulty during the preparation of the payment application.

In addition, in the year, the PPMU has not recorded some expenses like salary,
allowances, stationery, business-trip reimbursable…of the project due to lack of
the reciprocal source.

b) Impacts

The disbursement progress is delayed, affecting the ability of mobilization of

the Contractor. Therefore, it might be impacted on the quality and schedule of

the project in general, as well as the disbursement schedule of the project in

general.

c) Recommendation

The PPMUs have to work with the State units to get the source in time according

to the demand of the PPMU, suitable to the commitment in the Contract, at the
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same time, coordinate with the Contractor to find out the solution to handle

difficulty during preparing the Payment document.

3. Some terms defined in the
Contract have not adjusted in
time

☐Low compliance of regulation

☒Not suitable design of monitor

☒Non-suitable controlling
implementation

☐Impact on financial data

a) Findings

Kom Tum:

The Contract of RFF No.: C1-KONTUM-CS3: the consultancy service for
designing construction drawings and total estimation.

The PPMU has paid with 100% value of the Contract is 4,849,590,000 vnd. It
has not defined the retention amount.

b) Impacts

Kom Tum:

The supervision of the author is a task belonging to the design work of the
Design Consultant. Therefore, the obligation of the Design consultant is to do
the supervision task of the author during the entire construction time.

Paying 100% of the value of the Contract may lead to some risks for the
Investor. While the Contractor still has not finished the work as defined in the
Contract, the Contractor might not conduct the schedule as agreed as there is no
binding.

c) Recommendation

Kom Tum:

For some design consultancy, preparing the construction drawings, the

responsibility of the Contractors related to the author's supervision, the time of

execution is extended until the work is finished. Therefore, according to the

actual practice, the Contract usually defines the last payment is the time

finishing the project, ensures the obligation of the Contractor, and reduces the

risk to the Owner. At the same time, keep back the retention until the project

has accepted, and handed over from 5% to 10% total contractual value. This

ensures the right of the Contractor, also ensures the source timely to execute the

project, and binds the responsibility and obligation of the Contractor conformity

with the schedule, which agreed.
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Therefore, the Contract has not defined that terms, or not defined clearly the

amount of retention, then PPMU should consider the measure to ensure the

obligation of the Contractor.

4. Non-sufficient payment
document

☐Low compliance of regulation

☐Not suitable design of monitor

☒Non-suitable controlling
implementation

☐Impact on financial data

a) Findings

Dak Lak:

Some Contractors prepared the Document for acceptance and payment but did

not write the date, lack of the Payment Request.

The Construction Contract No.12/HĐXL/C1-DL-TDA1-W1 date 6/12/2019: in

the Acceptance minutes No.01, the table to determine the workload completed

is created on 08/06/2020, the amount to a request for payment is 3,352,017,000

vnd, the retention is “four Billion, one hundred forty-six Million, two hundred

fifty-four thousand and ninety-eight vnd, is also the amount request for payment

in this time).

Kom Tum:

- The Construction Contract for cleaning bombs, explosion objects No.

01/2018/HĐ-RPBM dated 28/12/2018, the PPMU had paid to the Contractor

on 28/01/2019 but the VAT Invoice of the Contractor was issued on

18/02/2019.

- The economy Contract of RFF No.: C1-KONTUM-CS3: the payment

document is not matched about time.

+ The table of workload finished according to the Contract was written on
the date of 18/10/2019.

+ The Payment request prepared on 14/10/2019.

+ the VAT invoice No. 0000189 with the amount of 1,117,281,000 vnd of
the Thuy Loi university Consulting Co.,Ltd released on the date of
27/09/2019.

Quang Ninh:

Some short comings in keeping the payment document for Contractors like:
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- The Contract No. 19/2018/HĐ-TVTK dated 13/12/2018 about consultancy

for a survey, preparing the construction drawings – total estimation

belonging to the subproject 2: the PPMU has done the payment procedure

for Contractors by the time 28/12/2018 but till the date 25/04/2019 the

Contractor is the Engineering Institute has released the VAT invoice No

0000381 with the value of 2,980,350,000 vnd; paying to Contractor by the

time 27/12/2018 but till to the date on 30/01/2019 the Contractor is An Thinh

Construction and Consulting Joint Stock Company has released the VAT

invoice No. 0000129 with the value of 2,976,835,000 vnd.

Phu Yen:

The PPMU has handed over and paid for some lots. However, the PPMU has
not collected fully the VAT invoice as regulation, namely:

- The Contract No. 01/2018/HĐTV-WB8 signed with the Hydropower
Irrigation Construction Consulting JSC.,: the acceptance minutes of
workload and the payment request wrote on 23/12/2019, paid to the
Contractor on 02/01/2020 with the amount of 4,071,520,000 vnd. However,
the time releasing the VAT invoice as below: the VAT invoice No. 0000022,
dated 11/01/2020 with the value of 2,834,579,000 vnd and the invoice No.
0000040 dated 7/05/2020 with the value of 1,237,341,000 vnd.

- The Consultancy Contract No. 01/2018/HĐTV – CSATWB8 dated
07/06/signed with the Thang Long Infrastructure Engineering Company,
paid on 25/03/2020 with the value of 941,790,000 vnd. However, the time
of releasing the invoice is on 14/04/2020.

- The package No.04TV: Preparing the RAP, the Contract signed on
14/01/2019 with the Thang Long Infrastructure Engineering Company with
the value of 300,797,000 vnd, has paid on 19/09/2019. The Contractor has
released the Invoice No.0000019 but did not write the date.

Khanh Hoa:

- Contract No. 01/2019/HĐTV-WB8 dated 17/01/2019 the consultancy
package for a survey, creating construction drawings and estimation cost
signed with the JV between Thang Long Hydropower Construction
Consulting JSC and Irrigation Construction Consulting Joint Stock
Company 3. Having the table of workload completed according to the
Contract, the payment request issued on 17/10/2019. Until the date of
04/11/2019 has the payment request for the Contractor but until now both
two Contractors have not released the invoice as per regulation.
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- The Construction Contract no. 05/2019/HĐTC-WB8 dated 10/12/2019 -
package 06: constructing and treating termite for the dam with the Thai Viet
Ecological Technology JSC., the acceptance minutes for the completed
workload on 24/02/2020 had paid already the amount of 1,241,414,000
VND. Until now, the Contractor has not released the Invoice as per
regulation. The Invoice released on Feb 28, 2020.

Ninh Thuan:

Some packages have handed over the workload as per the schedule, but during

the payment process, the Contractor has not released the Invoice, namely:

- Contract No. 30/2012/HĐ-BCKTKT for construction on 01/08/2016, the

appendix No. 30-01/2016/PLHĐ dated 27/12/2016, the appendix No. 30-

02/2017/PLHĐ-XD dated 20/10/2017, the appendix No. 30-03/2017/PLHĐ-

XD dated 25/12/2017 signed with the Central Institute for Training and

Applied Science: had paid the amount of 494,200,000 vnd on the date

09/08/2018. The Invoice released on August 16, 2018.

- Contract No. 88a/2015/HĐTV ngày 29/06/2015 signed with the Water

Resources Construction Consulting Vietnam Corporation– JSC with amount

of 999,618,632 vnd and had paid for 280,000,000 vnd, The Invoice released

on Dec 31, 2015.

- Contract No. 11/2017/HĐTV-WB8 signed with the Irrigation Construction

Consulting Joint Stock Company 3 with the amount of 83,120,000 vnd, and

paid completely on 10/06/2019. The Invoice released on Jun 21, 2019.

- Contract No. 10/2019/BQL/HĐ-TVXD dated 11/05/2019 package 07: for

surveying, creating the construction drawings, estimation cost with the value

of 4.285.000 vnd on the date 08/01/2020 and 22/11/2019, until now has not

released the VAT invoice.

As per some PPMUs, in the documents sent to the State treasure for a payment

not required the Invoice so the PPMU has not ordered the Contractors

submitting timely.

Bac Giang:

Contract No. 90/HDTV dated 30/08/2019 had accepted the workload for

payment at the time the Contractor releasing the Invoice is not conformity with

the regulation, namely: The volume accepted the 1st time with the amount of

925 Billion vnd on 27/12/2019 but the Invoice released on 02/04/2020.
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b) Impacts

According to the regulation of accounting as well as some regulations of Law
on Income tax, VAT Law, the time releasing the invoice for the Consultancy
service is by the time preparing acceptance and paying.

The PPMU having not collected invoice may cause the opportunity for the
Contractor to delay in clarifying, submitting the tax according to the law. At the
same time, after receiving money, the Contractor shall be reduced the
dependence on the Owner, PPMU may lose time and effort to require the
Contractors to provide fully the document.

In case of document, receipt, invoice missed the date, month, or mistakes on the
information of money, then might cause the risk when the Authorities while
checking, the expenses for the Project may be increased, not enough for
consolidation.

c) Recommendation

The PPMU should review, require the Contractors to provide the document fully
as per regulation before paying, reducing the risk for the Owner.

For the amount that had been paid already but without Invoice as per regulation,
the PPMU has to require Contractors to provide urgently.

PPMUs must review the status of documents for payment, learns from
experience for the next time.

The specialized departments should check again carefully (like information
about time, the value of money,) before doing the payment procedure for the
Contractor. For some payment document that still lacks a Payment Request, it
is necessary to provide and write the date clearly.

D. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

1. Recording the difference of
exchange rate unsuitably

☐Low compliance of regulation

☒Not suitable design of monitor

☒Non-suitable controlling
implementation

☐Impact on financial data

a) Findings

The project has recorded the arising economic operations by foreign currency is
not suitable for regulations of the Circular No.195/2012/TT-BTC issued by the
Ministry of Finance guiding accounting applicable to Investors.
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Some PPMUs such as Khanh Hoa have not recorded the exchange rate difference
arising from the project or recorded the exchange rate difference not according
to the weighted average method (Hoa Binh).

The cause is that the accountant of units does not understand regulations so not
reflected into the books in time.

b) Impacts

Although total assets in USD currency is unchanged. However, the reason is not
reflected the difference of exchange rate causes errors of some indicators for the
fiscal statement stated in Vietnam Dong. Accordingly, total assets (cash in bank)
and total capital (the indicator of exchange rate difference) presented lack of the
corresponding amount.

c) Recommendation

The project must be carried out according to regulation as mentioned in the
article 13. Accounting guideline applied to the PMU, circular No.195/2012/TT-
BTC of the Ministry of Finance on accounting guideline applied to the owner.
Accordingly, the content guiding for entering in the accounts of 413 – the
difference in the exchange rate variances, defined:

“The amount of increase difference rate (or decrease) arising in the period
reflects into account’s 413 “Exchange rate disparity” is balanced between
increase and decrease and checking accumulation till the time that project,

subproject, works are finished and handed over”

The project must add the accounting entry about exchange rate differences to be

suitable to the regulations.

2. Reflecting but lack of the
obligation to pay VAT tax
and CIT payable when
collecting money from
selling bidding document

☐Low compliance of regulation

☐Not suitable design of monitor

☒Non-suitable controlling
implementation

☐Impact on financial data

a) Findings

Thai Nguyen:

In the year of 2019, PPMU had collected money from selling bidding document

for consultancy package, but PPMU had not enumerated and submitted into the

State budget about the amount of the CIT (1%), VAT (1%) arising from

collecting money from selling bidding document, not entered in the accounts the

fiscal statement of the project yet.
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However, in 2020, the PPMU has listed out and submitted these taxes.

b) Impacts

Based on the Circular No.219/2013/TT-BTC dated 31/12/2013 on guidelines of

the Law on added-value-tax and the Decree no.209/2013/NĐ-CP date

18/12/2013 of the Government stipulating and guiding the implementation of a

number of articles of the Law on added-value-tax :

+ At the sub-article 2 -article 3, Chapter I stipulating about taxpayers:

“2. Business organizations of political organizations, socio-political

organizations, social organizations, socio-professional organizations, the army,

public service organizations, and other organizations;

+ At the sub-article 2- article 13, chapter II stipulating about the direct method

on the VAT:

“2. Cases in which VAT payable according to the direct method is calculated by
directly multiplying a rate (%) by the revenue applied as below:

b) The percent for calculation of VAT rates on revenue applied to various

business lines as below:

- From goods distribution or goods supply: 1%;

- Based on the point 5- article 3 of the Circular No.78/2014/TT-BTC date on

18/06/2014 of the Ministry of Finance guiding the implementation of the

Government’s Decree no. 218/2013/NĐ-CP date December 26, 2013, detailing

and guiding the implementation of the law on CIT, stipulating on the method of

calculation for CIT tax.

“5. For non-business units, other non-enterprise organizations established and

operating under Vietnamese law, and enterprises paying value-added tax by the

direct method which trade in goods or provide services liable to CIT and can

determine the turnover from but cannot determine the costs of and incomes from

these business activities, they shall declare and pay CIT at the following

percentage of the turnover from the sale of goods or services, specifically as

follows:

……

+ For goods trading: 1%;
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c) Recommendation

Although the amount collected from selling bidding documents arising little, this

operation will be raised much when the Project deploying the bidding for

construction and erection. Therefore, PPMUs also have to pay attention

enumerating and submitting into the State budget for VAT and CIT taxes which

arising from money collection from document selling according to regulation.

3. Some other problems ☐Low compliance of regulation

☐Not suitable design of monitor

☒Non-suitable controlling implementation

☐Impact on financial data

a) Findings

The project has not been compared fully the debt at the end of term according to
regulations.
Like in Khanh Hoa PPMU: lack of the debt-comparison minutes with the
Contractor of the year 2019.
b) Impacts

No comparison of debt with Contractor may lead to risks of errors that are not
detected and adjusted in time, and will effect on financial data of the Project.

c) Recommendation

PPMU must carry out reconciliation of debt with Contractor at the end of year,

and adjust difference, if any.
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III. FOLLOWING UP WITH RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
INTERNAL AUDIT IN PREVIOUS MONITORING.

Index Findings Status

A GENERAL MANAGEMENT

1
Preparation of finance plan of the
project short of feasibility

Not carried out yet comprehensively,
there are some shortcomings in some
provinces

B

BIDDING ACTIVITIES OF
SHOPPING FOR GOODS,
WORKS, RECRUITMENT AND
SELECTION OF CONSULTANCY

1
The expert team is established but not
suitable yet, the Tender Document is
improper.

Not carried out yet overall, there are
some shortcomings in some provinces

2 The bid evaluation of still inadequate
Not carried out yet overall, there are
some shortcomings in some provinces

C CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

1
Not carried out yet overall, there are
some shortcomings in some provinces

Not carried out yet overall, there are
some shortcomings in some provinces

2
The rate of advance is higher than
definition in the Contract

Carried out already

3 Disbursement progress is still slow
Not carried out yet overall, there are
some shortcomings in some provinces

4
Terms and conditions defined in the
Construction Contract are unsuitable

Carried out already

5
The Payment document is still not
sufficient

Not carried out yet

D FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

1
Recording the exchange rate difference
is unsuitable

Not carried out yet overall, there are
some shortcomings in some provinces

2

Lack of recording VAT tax and CIT tax
payable into the state budget prior to
collecting money from selling bidding-
document.

Not carried out yet overall, there are
some shortcomings in some provinces

3 Some other issues Carried out already
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